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	Selected Styles in Web-based Educational Research, 9781591407324 (159140732X), Information Science Publishing, 2005
Web-based teaching has become ubiquitous in education and training departments around the world. Yet, few believe the Web to be a total solution to education. Simple provision of software management tools does not guarantee continuous student collaboration. Also, the current status of online collaborative environments does not match the variety of interactions and discussion in a classroom, and self-paced learning has a long history of student attrition due to the huge motivational investment required on the part of the student. For these reasons, Selected Styles in Web-Based Educational Research targets a large contingent of knowledgeable skeptics for whom Web-based teaching and learning has become an object of study. It is intended for prospective Web teachers and trainers interested in conducting Web-based educational research, and helps define style in educational research methodology. 

Whatever the reason, possibly to gain an edge in a challenging job market, students today are choosing to make the extra effort required to earn the top grade. Instead of the usual “read and reply” Web-course fare, students are choosing assignments with more difficult tasks of conducting an original experiment, running an original survey, or conducting a structured interview. Invariably their choice of platform for conducting their original studies is the Web. And invariably these students ask me, “Which method is best for my study? I have an idea of what to investigate, but which approach should I use? I could run an experiment on learning through the Web, but how should I use the Web to conduct my experiment? Is it still possible to control the variables in a true experiment on learning through the Web?” Other students tell me, “I just want to run a little case study. I’ve read a lot of case studies. Please just tell me how to run my case study on the Web.” And there are still other students say, “Everyone talks about constructivism and naturalistic approaches to conducting a study on constructivist uses of the Web. What about a more naturalistic method on Web-based learning? How would a naturalistic approach actually work on the Web

       About the Author
 Bruce L. Mann is a Professor of Education at Memorial University in Canada. Professor Mann has been a visiting researcher with the Faculty of Science at Memorial, the Department of Educational Psychology at McGill University in Canada, and with the School of Interactive Multimedia at Edith Cowan University in Australia. Professor Manns studies of web course behavior and learning from multimedia speech prompting have been cited in many textbooks, international journals and conference presentations. His first book Perspectives in Web Course Management has earned him international recognition.
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Boosting-Based Face Detection and Adaptation (Synthesis Lectures on Computer Vision)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2010


	With the rapid increase of computational powers and availability of modern sensing, analysis

	and rendering equipment and technologies, computers are becoming more and more intelligent.

	Many research projects and commercial products have demonstrated the capability for a computer

	to interact with human in a natural way by looking at...

		

Brain Edema XIII (Acta Neurochirurgica Supplement) (v. 13)Springer, 2006

	This volume contains 93 papers from internationally recognized experts in the field of brain edema and brain injury. The papers include human and animal studies on edema following stroke, cerebral hemorrhage, traumatic brain injury, spinal cord injury and hydrocephalus. Papers also address fluid dynamics in the brain (including the role of...


		

Maxillofacial ImagingSpringer, 2005

	Maxillofacial imaging has evolved dramatically over the past two decades with development of new cross-sectional imaging techniques. Traditional maxillofacial imaging was based on plain films and dental imaging. However, today’s advanced imaging techniques with CT and MRI have only been partially implemented for maxillofacial questions....





	

Dreamweaver MX ExtensionsNew Riders Publishing, 2002
Do you use Dreamweaver? Have you downloaded and installed extensions from the Dreamweaver Exchange, and do you love the whole idea of being able to add objects, behaviors, commands, and so forth, to the program? Do you often find yourself thinking, "If only Dreamweaver did it this way..." or "Why doesn't someone...


		

Handbook on Information Technology in Finance (International Handbooks on Information Systems)Springer, 2008
This Handbook contains surveys of state-of-the-art concepts, systems, applications, best practices as well as contemporary research in the intersection between IT and finance. Included are recent trends and challenges, IT systems and architectures in finance, essential developments and case studies on management information systems, service...

		

Modern Antenna DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Learn hands-on antenna design from a leading expert
Modern Antenna Design, Second Edition continues the practical approach that marked the popular first edition by distilling theory to the essentials of antenna design without becoming buried in mathematics. Written by an expert antenna designer whose designs have been used on NASA missions to...
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